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Industrial Internet of Things Protocols

Standards and Protocols for the IIoT:

A look at how open data access protocols like Profinet can be used to provide data for Internet of Things
deployments.

The technologies behind the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) have existed for many years. Consider
these three terms often used in IIoT discussions:

Remote access … That’s old news.
Machine-to-machine … Been there, done that.
Cloud … Really just another name for off-site server.

These technologies have long existed mostly as proprietary solutions and have worked well for many
users. What’s changing is that the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) concept is driving the automation
industry to ensure greater interoperability of its products. And that means it's time to find standards to
apply to these technologies and their applications.

Where standards exist, innovation is driven; disruptive technologies emerge; and things become cheaper,
smarter, and easier to use. Standard protocols will allow even the smallest manufacturer to see benefits
from the IIoT. The key point to understanding how this will happen is to realize the IIoT movement is not
about the “things” themselves; it’s about the data.

A great example of this can be seen in what’s happening with fieldbus networks. These legacy networks
are fast, efficient, reliable, incredibly robust, and widely adopted. However, there is a growing trend in
the marketplace to migrate away from fieldbuses and toward industrial Ethernet. The reason behind this
move is clear: data access.

Industrial Internet vs. Industrial Ethernet

If industrial Internet is the “what”, then Industrial Ethernet is the “how”. As more complex devices are
brought to market, two factors remain unchanged:

The need for deterministic control; and
The desire for increased data access.

Modern advanced manufacturing has already begun leveraging the global proliferation of Ethernet (which
happens to be a standardized protocol) to bring its richness down to the field level. With industrial
Ethernet becoming more established across industry, the industrial Ethernet can be leveraged to enable
the industrial Internet.

To understand how this can be done, look at the timescales on which these two operate. Industrial
Ethernet (e.g., Profinet) is concerned with sub-second timeframes. Stepping back from the sub-second
timeframe (to a longer time frame), industrial Ethernet becomes industrial Internet. This transformation
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happens as the granular sub-second data develops into information when viewed/analyzed over a longer
time frame.

 Information Starts as Data

Without access to operational data, there is no IIoT. Assuming you are looking to access the data from
your industrial Ethernet network, what are you going to do with it?

For starters, buffer it. Those little bits and bytes zipping around devices at the field level do little to
inform business decisions on their own. But those pieces of data can be monitored (using remote access),
gathered (in a historian), stored (in the cloud), and otherwise examined using Big Data or business
intelligence systems. Collectively, all that sub-second data becomes information that can be used to drive
decision making.

Profinet and IIoT

Nearly every week we are asked: How does Profinet fit
in the Industrial Internet of Things. The key word in this question is “fit”. An industrial Ethernet protocol
like Profinet is just one piece of the pie. Its main concerns are deterministic control, data access, and
maximizing production uptime.

It is also an open network, which means that other applications (e.g., HTTP, SNMP, ARP, TCP/IP, etc.)
can seamlessly run on the same wire as Profinet. Because the protocol ensures real-time data exchange,
customers can use whatever application they see fit. But the fact remains that other protocols will likely
be required to bring the information to systems at the enterprise level.

For example, OPC UA is a standard protocol for moving information. One can easily envision a system
where the Profinet protocol is employed for control and data access and protocols like OPC UA are
employed for information.
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No matter which direction the Industrial Internet of Things is headed, standard open protocols will help
spur the innovation behind it.

Originally seen in Automation World

_______________________________________________
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A Stepped Approach to Securing Automation Systems

Professor Dr. Frithjof Klasen, a member of the Managing Board of the PROFIBUS Nutzerorganisation
e.V. (PNO), discusses problems surrounding security for automation systems and explains how guidelines
from communication technology organisations, such as PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI), can
be helpful.

Typical security threats in the production environment can
include infection by malware, unauthorised use (both intentional and unintentional), manipulation of data,
espionage and related know-how loss, and denial of service. The consequences of security breaches can
be loss of production, reduced product quality, and can pose a safety threat to both humans and machines.

In order to evaluate threats, the properties and possible weak points of devices and systems must be
known. A property that is useful from the automation perspective – for example, the ability for a
programming device to access a controller without authentication – can be seen as a possible weak point
from the security perspective. It is necessary to distinguish these weak points in order to assess risks,
develop security solutions, and take appropriate measures. Areas to focus on include:

Weak points that arise due to incorrect implementation (for example, faulty device behaviour)
Conceptually planned and accepted properties: these include all features that can also be exploited
for attack purposes; an example here would be an integrated web server in an automation device.
Weak points that are caused by organisational measures or lack thereof

Field devices contain communication technologies for
transmission of process signals (real-time communication) and also standard IT technologies such as FTP
services. In addition, field devices operate as network infrastructure components (switches) and therefore
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have services and protocols that are needed for network management and diagnostic purposes. Most
communication protocols at the field level have no integrated security mechanisms. Devices and data are
not authenticated and, consequently, within the scope of a possible attack, systems at the field level can
be expanded at will and communications can be imported. Even the transferring of PLC programs often
takes place without use of security measures such as user authentication and integrity protection.

Ideally, users want a tool, certification, or system that promises long-term security. The difficulty,
however, is that such solutions do not provide lasting security. In order to develop secure systems, users
must implement both technical measures and conceptual and organisational measures.

Conceptual and organisational weak points can be more easily overcome when they are described in
guideline documents. PI, for example, developed the ‘Security Guideline for PROFINET’ in 2006 and
published a revised version of this guideline at the end of 2013. This guideline specifies ideas and
concepts on how security solutions can be implemented and which security solutions should be
implemented. The subject of risk analysis is covered, for example. This analysis estimates the probability
of a damage event and its possible consequences, based on protection goals, weak points, and possible
threats. On the basis of an analysis of this type it is possible for economically feasible and appropriate
security measures be derived. The guidelines also offer a series of proven best practices, such as the cell
protection concept.

Making devices more secure

Another measure concerns device security. Robust devices are the basis for stable processes and systems
and are a prerequisite for security in automation. Weak points due to incorrect implementation can only
be eliminated through appropriate quality assurance measures and certifications...

Read the Full Article on Control Engineering Europe

  

_______________________________________________
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PI at embedded world with an IoT Theme

The Internet of Things (IoT) was a focal point of the embedded world Exhibition & Conference 2015.
Theory and practice came together as the latest developments and industry interests were discussed in the
exhibition halls and at the conference.

It was really difficult to find a booth where IoT was not visible or at least discussed. The 

embedded Industry provides all the ingredients for the
Internet of Things. And PROFINET is a key enabler of it.

At the PI booth 14 member companies presented their products and services around PROFINET. The
highlight was again the impressive PROFINET Multivendor Wall with almost 100 PROFINET products.
The co-exhibitors Hilscher, Phoenix Contact, Siemens, TMG, Renesas, Innovasic, and Kunbus gave
information about how to implement PROFINET and what kind of support can be given during the
development.

Now in its 13th year, embedded world is the largest exhibition and conference for embedded systems
technologies worldwide. There were a record 902 exhibitors from 37 countries hosting over 25,000
visitors from 70 countries.

Here are a few photos from the event, including the PI Booth (click to enlarge and start slide show):

_______________________________________________
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PROFIBUS: Just the Ticket for Locomotive Refueling Station

An international iron ore producer was recently looking to replace the aging positive 

displacement meters in a refueling station in its rail yard. The company relies
on more than 20 locomotives and close to 1000 cars to transport nearly 75,000 tonnes of iron ore
concentrate along its 420 km private railway every day. An additional 300-plus utility cars are also
scheduled on the rail line to transport commodities and timber back and forth from the interior mining
area to a port complex.

Turnkey Solution
On average, five full trains (with two locomotives per train) return from the mining site to the port every
day. Accurate and efficient refueling of those trains is critical to continuous processing and fulfillment of
orders.

Endress+Hauser was contracted to provide a turnkey solution for diesel mass
flow measurement and data transmission through a Profibus network. The contract involved provision
and installation of two Coriolis flowmeters, a Profibus network, electrical panel and wiring for the new
fueling system, starting the system up and complete commissioning.

Challenges
The project provided a number of challenges for the Endress+Hauser team.
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The new system had to be installed and functional within 10 weeks.
There could be no prolonged interruption of the logistics and production schedule in the
company’s industrial complex.
The team had to manage employees from mechanical and electrical contractors, supplier shipping
and Endress+Hauser specialists, as well as provide IT support related to the installation and
operation of a new Profibus network.

Proline Promass 80E Coriolis flowmeter
After initial consultation, it was determined that the new metering system should be built with
Endress+Hauser’s Proline Promass 80E Coriolis flowmeter. The 80E provides the accuracy demanded by

the refueling environment with exacting accuracy at a reasonable 
cost. Coriolis

measurement technology works independent of physical fluid properties, such as viscosity and density,
meaning there is no need for temperature or pressure compensation.

The Proline Promass 80E offers the versatility required to operate the system with one device rather than
requiring multiple devices and a calculation at the end of refueling. The 80E provides greater accuracy of
the quantity of fuel dispensed (±0.20%), offers more diagnostic information than had been previously
experienced, and does so with little to-no maintenance. By installing the Coriolis flowmeter in a Profibus
network, the device will work with any Profibus certified components within the network in the future,
regardless of manufacturer.

The project team prepared the new system to the job specifications on budget, meeting the “no-down-
time” demands of the company. After commissioning, the company reviewed the performance and
execution of the new system and indicated they are satisfied with the instrumentation and the
commissioning process. They now have a reliable state-of-the-art metering system in their refueling
station, providing an accurate understanding of its diesel fuel inventory as they keep their locomotive
stock rolling.

Endress+Hauser 

_______________________________________________
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IO-Link: Did You Know?

Did you know that the IO-Link Community already has 83 member companies?

The interest in IO-Link continues unabated! As of December 2014, 83 companies already belonged to the
IO-Link Community. The first quarter of 2014, in particular, saw a significant boost. This trend is
confirmed by a recent study by Quest Marketing.

According to the study, the market penetration of IO-Link has grown:

from 1% in 2007 to 13% at the end of 2013
by 2016 47% of German machine manufacturers want to use IO-Link

Interest is increasing on the whole from an international perspective, as well. Many visitors from abroad
were informed about IO-Link at Hanover Fair 2014. Even companies that have relied exclusively on
proprietary automation systems up to now became enthusiastic about the use of IO-Link.

One major reason for this is that the technology is fully developed. Another is the arrival of IO-Link in
applications. By now, almost all PLC manufacturers have integrated IO technology in their systems.
Fourteen fieldbus systems support IO-Link, and a majority of sensor and actuator manufacturers have
already integrated IO-Link in their components. The applications implemented to date show that IO-Link
can tap into a large savings potential across all industry sectors (for example, the automotive and
packaging sectors, solar industry, glass production, biogas production, and the woodworking industry).

Device manufacturers also require support when implementing a new technology. There are currently six
Competence Centers (4 in Germany, 1 in the Czech Republic, and 1 in the U.S.) whose staff not only
advise users and manufacturers about the technology but also provide test tools for developing new
devices and provide help for real-world implementation.

IO-Link 

_______________________________________________
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Tech Tip: What Are Application Profiles?

PROFIsafe, PROFIdrive, PROFIenergy… these terms are pretty common in the PI world. How are they
used in the real world? And how do they actually work?

PROFINET and PROFIBUS are both great protocols that can be used to send data across a network. But
that’s where their responsibilities end: they don’t assign any specific meaning to the data that they carry.
This means that each manufacturer that uses a PROFI protocol has to develop their own API to allow a
controller or master to work with their application specific code that runs on top of the networking stack.

Profiles address this gap of both PROFIBUS and PROFINET: while these protocols provide a way to
move data across a network, they don’t give the data any structure or 

meaning. Profiles are implemented as an additional layer that sits
between the device application and the PROFINET/PROFIBUS networking stack, providing a standard
framework for the device application to talk to the controller application.

But why add this extra layer of complexity? It’s to streamline engineering and maintenance. By putting
just a little abstraction between the device application code and the network, Controllers or Masters can
access the profile with a generic driver for any Device or Slave.

For instance, an application engineer that has drives from different manufacturers that all implement
PROFIdrive can use the same chunk of application code to access all the drives. This saves not only time
and money, but also the frustration and headaches that comes from learning, implementing and debugging
those three manufacturer’s APIs.

It’s the same with PROFIsafe. The profile is implemented in devices independently of the device’s
application code. A PROFIsafe controller or master that connects to the PROFIsafe device can set up a
SIL 3 connection without much more legwork on the part of the application engineer than it takes to
establish a regular PROFINET / PROFIBUS connection.
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There are more profiles than PROFIdrive or PROFIsafe. There are profiles defined for everything from
trains (yes, trains) to HART, from IO-Link to PROFIenergy. There’s a complete list, along with the
profile publications, on the PI website. http://www.profibus.com/download/profiles/ But raw specification
documents can make for pretty dry reading, so if you have questions about using or implementing a
profile feel free to drop us a line here at the PROFI Interface Center or a global PI Competence Center. 
We’re always happy to help.

-- Kyle McMillan, PROFI Interface Center

For more details, download the System Description: PROFILE Technology and Application.

For a quick overview, watch MinutePROFINET: PROFINET Application Profiles. 

_______________________________________________
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Training and Events

This month features training from Australia, Germany, and the United States of America. Free one-day
PROFINET classes in the USA have been very successful so far in 2015. In Australia, the Profibus
Australia Association (PAA) is putting on a 5-week training campaign for 2015. ABB will host two
PROFIBUS courses in Leipzig and Dusseldorf. Meanwhile, GE Intelligent Platforms has announced PLC
training across the USA.

Strong Start to USA Training Classes

With only a handful of free PROFINET one-day training classes hosted so far in 2015, interest has been
strong. Attendance has been greater than in years past in Los Angeles, Dallas, and Atlanta. What is
encouraging however are the many 'new faces' in the audiences. As users migrate their aging systems to
industrial Ethernet, investigating the benefits of PROFINET appears to be a top priority. With more
automation systems requiring the flexibility to handle safety, motion control, redundancy, and hybrid
applications, the technology stands out as an automation protocol. Additionally, as a data access protocol,
PROFINET uniquely enables device level connections for higher level systems. Upcoming classes:

Houston, TX (March 19)
Richmond, VA (April 2)
St. Louis, MO (April 16)
Pittsburgh, PA (May 14)

Profibus Australia expands Certified training courses for 2015

Certified PROFINET and PROFIBUS courses will be available at all major industrial and engineering
centers around Australia and New Zealand, as Profibus Australia (PAA) announces a 5-week training
campaign for 2015.

Engineers in New Zealand will be the first to benefit from the training program starting in April. The
courses will then continue in Perth, Adelaide, Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne throughout May 2015.

The process and manufacturing industries are increasingly adopting PROFINET and other industrial
Ethernet networks. In response, Automation Engineers hoping to gain an advantage in the jobs market
must update and upgrade their PROFINET and Profibus knowledge and qualifications.

GE Intelligent Platforms Announces Troubleshooting Training

The Controller Maintenance with Logic Developer PLC course provides the student with the skills
necessary to troubleshoot and repair faults in GE Intelligent Platforms controllers (90-30, 90-70,
VersaMax, RX7i and RX3i). The class is taught using Logic Developer PLC software, which is part of
the Machine Edition family of products. The focus of this course is teaching students how to interpret
existing ladder logic programs for troubleshooting purposes. Students are also taught how to use the
troubleshooting tools within the software to determine where faults have occurred and how to correct
them.
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Learn More...

ABB Workshop Z2160 – PROFIBUS Made Easy

Workshop language: German

The workshop teaches you PROFIBUS in both theory
and practice from the field device to the controller. You will learn the basics of PROFIBUS so that the
design, calculation, and commissioning of a bus system is no longer a challenge. In practical exercises
you will learn by yourself to select the right PROFIBUS network components and to calculate the bus
topology. Another focus is the collective start up of a small PROFIBUS application: from the physical
build-up via the bus diagnostics and parameterization of a field device, up to the integration in an ABB
control system.

The workshop is intended for decision makers, planning and project engineers, commissioning engineers,
and service staff. Prerequisites include knowledge of basic process measuring and control technology.

Dates:

Tuesday, April, 21, 2015 in Leipzig, Germany
Thursday, April, 23, 2015 in Ratingen (near Düsseldorf), Germany

Click Here to Register

_______________________________________________
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Regional News

This issue brings news from Australia where an Internet of Things conference is scheduled for late April.
Also, a new advertising campaign is being launched in North America highlighting PROFINET as a
backbone for manufacturing uptime.

Conference in Australia

The ACI Connect Conference is to take place April 22-23 at Sydney Olympic Park in Australia.

From aciconnect.com.au:

ACI Connect is Australia's only conference and
exhibition dedicated to Automation, Control, and Instrumentation technology developments.

With IoT, Industry 4.0, cloud services and big data all impacting the engineering world at a rapid
rate, what is the future for industrial networking?

Experts representing four of the leading network protocols will share their vision of the future for
this critical sector of the industrial landscape

Rafael Koenig, Chairman, PROFINET & Profibus Australia will be a speaker on the panel.

“Industrial communication networks are the lifeblood of every control system. Understanding a
network’s functionality is critical for operators choosing technologies best suited to their
individual applications,” Koenig says.

“Further challenges are now emerging with the rise of IoT and the impact it will have on our
future industrial automation landscape,” he added. “Profibus Australia believes forums like
‘Future Networks’ at this year’s ACI Connect perform an invaluable role in defining the issues
and outlining the potential outcomes for further debate.”

(via technology decisions)

Advertising Campaign in North America
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A new advertising campaign is being rolled out in the North American market revolving around
manufacturing uptime and the role it plays in the Industrial Internet of Things.

The Ads can be seen in various industry publications like AutomationWorld and ControlEngineering
magazines. Additionally a webpage has been created to help describe how PROFINET uniquely helps to
reduce unplanned downtime through:

Comprehensive Diagnostics
Scalable Redundancy
Data Access

Go To: PROFINETuptime.com

_______________________________________________
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Member News

Softing has a new video describing how to access HART parameters over PROFIBUS. They've also
written an article on diagnostics within PROFINET. Balluff has two new Application Notes describing
the benefits of decentralized I/O. GE introduces a new demo board for the PROFINET one-day training
classes. German Chancellor Merkel visits Siemens’ showcase factory.

Are you a member of PI? Want your news to appear here? Send them to: editor@profinews.com

Softing

Softing Video:

YouTube Video

Softing Article:

With the growing use of Industrial Ethernet, in particular PROFINET, in modern production facilities,
plant operators are faced with a technology that opens up a host of new possibilities. To fully exploit
PROFINET's advantages, long-established commissioning and operation practices must be reviewed and
adapted to the new conditions. General standards and rules for acceptance testing, monitoring and
diagnostics of PROFINET networks are currently still being discussed.

Read the Full Article

Balluff Application Notes

Simplify Integration and Overall Conveyor Costs with Distributed Modular I/O
Using distributed modular I/O, the number of network nodes and bus cables can be reduced by up to 80%.
For analog channels, the cost of an expensive analog module in the PLC and shielded cables running long
distances can be reduced by implementing analog input devices right at the source of the signal.

Reduce Validation Costs by Eliminating Re-Parameterization
Balluff’s Distributed Modular I/O with the open standard IO-Link allows bidirectional communication
between field devices and Industrial Networks.

GE High-Availability Demo
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GE has incorporated interactive elements into their
PROFINET high availability demo kit. Available to view at upcoming PROFINET one-day workshops,
the new kit includes a multi-touch QuickPanel+ operator interface (OI) for demonstrating how
PROFINET works in a redundant system. The 10” OI has an HMI that shows a PROFINET Media
Redundancy (MRP) ring architecture. Students can break connections in the physical system and watch as
PROFINET reroutes connections to the controllers that are still connected. PROFINET MRP provides the
speed needed to meet the redundancy requirements of high-speed I/O, and helps to ensure that network
failure won’t disrupt the control system.

Get trained on GE QuickPanel+

German Chancellor Merkel Visits Siemens’ Showcase "Digital Factory"

On February 23, 2015, German Chancellor Angela
Merkel visited Siemens’ Electronics Factory in Amberg, Bavaria, and was briefed on the current status of
production automation as it moves toward Industrie 4.0. Key elements of the coming industrial world are
already being used at the Amberg factory: Products communicate with machines and all processes are
optimized and controlled via IT.

Read the Press Release

Watch the Video

_______________________________________________
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New Products

New products this month include modular protocol functionality, a PC based controller for IoT, multi-
protocol ICs, a heating control system, PROFIsafe rotary encoders, a new PROFINET stack, and an
expanded connector lineup.  Click the headlines for all the details.

Modular Way of Adding Flexible Protocols

Advantech’s new iDoor technology is a modular way of adding flexible functionality to a wide range of
devices by providing the ability to choose different protocols without purchasing additional devices that
have excess cost and additional features never used. Modules for iDoor systems include Profibus,
Profinet, and others. Currently this technology is available on many of Advantech’s Touch Panel
Computers and Embedded Automation Computers.

PC-based Controller Supports PROFINET and PROFIBUS

NEXCOM, an Associate member of the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance, has added the
NIFE 100 series to NEXCOM Industrial Fieldbus Embedded (NIFE) family to help today's
manufacturing benefit from the value of the Internet of Things (IoT). To enable cross-protocol
communication, the PC-based controller NIFE 100 series supports seven fieldbus protocols, including
PROFINET, PROFIBUS, and others.

Ready-to-Install Bus Nodes for PROFINET and PROFIBUS
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Ready-to-install UNIGATE IC bus nodes from Deutschmann Automation relieve automation
manufacturers from having to develop interfaces and thereby help them offer products for various
protocols with little one-time development effort. Ready-to-install two-port interfaces from the
UNIGATE FC series additionally feature conventional connection hardware: the miniature nodes
comprise two RJ interfaces with diagnosis LEDs.

Easy Integration of Industrial Heating Processes

From Siemens, two new product lines are available for controlling electrical heating elements in 230 V
and 400 V/480 V networks: Siplus HCS4200 and HCS4300. Industrial heating processes can be
integrated in TIA Portal; meaning simplified engineering, effective diagnosis and easy
parameterization. The Siplus HCS heating control systems integrate components including switching
elements and fuses as well as functions such as Profinet communication, actuation mechanisms and
extensive, detailed diagnostics in one compact device.

Absolute Encoder with SIL-CL3 Certificate

Johannes Hübner Giessen presents the new series of absolute encoders with SIL CL3 certificate for
deployment in applications requiring certified compliance with functional safety requirements.
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Specifically developed for heavy industry the AMP(H) 41 (PROFIsafe via PROFIBUS-DP) and
AMPN(H) 41 (PROFIsafe via PROFINET IO) are certified to DIN EN 61508 up to Safety Integrity Level
(SIL) CL3 and to EN ISO 13849 up to Performance Level (PL) e.

Expanded Protocol Stack Portfolio

MicroControl is well-known for its particularly reliable, fast, and economical protocol stacks. At the
embedded world 2015 in Nuremberg, MicroControl has presented its new stacks for the PROFINET
protocol. This further step into the industrial Ethernet segment is the company's future-oriented
conclusion drawn from tendencies in the market of the growing importance of PROFINET.

Expansion of M8, M12, 7/8” Cable Assemblies

HARTING has unveiled a major expansion of its M8, M12 and 7/8” overmolded cable assembly lineup
for data and signal applications, providing customers with the convenience of one-stop shopping for
reliable, robust connectivity. This largest-ever expansion of HARTING assemblies features a number of
firsts, including a complete roster of popular M8 versions with both 3- and 4-pole configurations. 

_______________________________________________
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Advantech Launches New Modular iDoor Technology

Advantech’s new iDoor technology is a modular way of adding flexible functionality to a wide range of
devices by providing the ability to choose different protocols without purchasing additional devices that
have excess cost and additional features never used. By using standardized components and interfaces,
the user can leverage current state-of-the art technologies as well as up and coming IPC trends. For
instance, as embedded OS improvements and higher performance storage methods become widely
available, the IPC supplier is able to seamlessly integrate them into the product line and make these new
technologies quickly accessible and available to their customers.

Modules for iDoor systems include: Fieldbus protocol such as Profibus, Profinet, EtherCAT and
Powerlink; memory expansion and storage with backup MRAM, Cfast/Compact Flash and SD/mSD;
digital and analog I/O such as multi-function, digital IO & counter; smart sensors such as smart meter,
pressure sensor, temperature sensor and light sensor; and communication such as GPS, 3G, LTE, Wi-FI,
GPS, GPRS, ZigBee, RFID, Bluetooth and LTE.

Currently this technology is available on many of Advantech’s Touch Panel Computers and Embedded
Automation Computers.

Advantech 
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NEXCOM PC-based Controller Supports PROFINET and
PROFIBUS

NEXCOM, an Associate member of the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance, has added the NIFE
100 series to NEXCOM Industrial Fieldbus Embedded (NIFE) family to help today's manufacturing
benefit from the value of the Internet of Things (IoT). The NEXCOM PC-based controller NIFE 100
series supports the Intel® Atom™ processor E3800 product family and integrates fieldbus technologies to
consolidate computing, communication, and control capabilities onto one robust platform. The NEXCOM
NIFE 100 series links enterprise domain and operation domain to enable smart and digital manufacturing.

Advanced manufacturing requires integration of
multiple control tasks, high volumes of data processing, and cross-protocol communication. Supporting
the single-core Intel® Atom™ processor E3815 and dual-core Intel® Atom™ processor E3826, the PC-
based controller NIFE 100 series can perform a wide variety of tasks ranging from aggregating field data
and performing endpoint data analytics to controlling field devices.

To enable cross-protocol communication, the PC-based controller NIFE 100 series supports seven
fieldbus protocols, including PROFINET, PROFIBUS, EtherNet/IP, DeviceNet, EtherCAT, CANopen,
and Modbus. An internet connection is also available. As a result, the NIFE 100 series can integrate
PLCs, remote I/Os, and legacy field devices using different protocols and across different control
subsystems and take field data to the cloud to enable big data analytics.

By building Automation-of-Things onto one platform, the NIFE 100 series can transform factories with a
simplified control scheme, simplified control network architecture, and reduced maintenance efforts.

For use in industrial environments, the PC-based controller NIFE 100 series is designed to operate under
tough factory conditions. To mitigate the effects of voltage fluctuation and electrical noises, the NIFE 100
series provides isolation protection on COM ports by default and optional power isolation as well. The
built-in 128KB of NVRAM can ensure the data is saved in case of sudden power outage. In addition,
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CFast and a SSD protect data from mechanical vibration. Moreover, the NIFE 100 series can withstand
wide temperatures ranging from -20°C to 70°C and be bolted on a DIN rail or factory wall.

The NEXCOM PC-based controller NIFE 100 series features an open architecture to integrate existing
building blocks of industrial automation from NEXCOM ecosystem partners. The building blocks consist
of Intel® Atom processors, Hilscher Fieldbus technology, CODESYS SoftLogic kernel, and PLC and
distributed I/O modules from world-class providers. Based on the Intel® Gateway Solutions for the
Internet of Things (IoT) (formerly codenamed Moon Island), the NEXCOM NIFE 100 series provides a
quick and secure solution to implementing Automation-of-Things for smart and digital manufacturing.

NEXCOM 
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UNIGATE IC/FC – Ready-to-Install Bus Nodes for PROFINET
and PROFIBUS

Ready-to-install UNIGATE IC bus nodes from Deutschmann Automation relieve automation
manufacturers from having to develop interfaces and thereby help them offer products for various
protocols with little one-time development effort. The all-in-one bus nodes in a 32 DIL housing have
been designed for embedded solutions for direct integration into terminal devices. The modules are
comprised of a microcontroller, flash, RAM, and a bus controller. They handle the complete
communication on the bus side, thus reducing the workload of the application's microprocessor.

Figure 1: Ready-to-
install DIL 32 bus node: UNIGATE IC from Deutschmann Automation

UNIGATE ICs are connected to the host processor via a UART interface. Among others, Deutschmann
offer models for Profibus, DeviceNet, CANopen, Modbus TCP, PROFINET (according to the
PROFINET V.2.2 specification), EtherCAT, EtherNet/IP, Ethernet TCP/IP, LonWorks, and BACnet.
Furthermore, models with an RS232 or RS485 interface are available for Modbus RTU and Modbus
ASCII. Thanks to the identical hardware and software interfaces and functionality of all UNIGATE IC
devices, manufacturers can offer various protocol options to their customers. They only need to integrate
an adaptation board with a socket for the bus modules or implement a socket directly on the device PCB.
Then they can insert the UNIGATE IC model for any customer’s choice communication protocol.
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Figure 2 : Optimized connectivity: UNIGATE FC with a standard RJ interface

Ready-to-install two-port interfaces from the UNIGATE FC series additionally feature conventional
connection hardware: the miniature nodes comprise two RJ interfaces with diagnosis LEDs. Thereby,
terminal devices can be linked in line topologies. Just like the compact interfaces from the UNIGATE IC
series, UNIGATE FCs fit all necessary components such as a microcontroller, flash, RAM, and a bus
controller on a small footprint. The multiprotocol modules are available for Fast Ethernet, PROFINET,
EtherNet/IP, Modbus TCP, and BACnet/IP. Like the Ethernet-based UNIGATE IC modules, UNIGATE
FC interfaces integrate a powerful, multiprotocol-capable FIDO (flexible input, deterministic output) chip
from Innovasic. This chip’s design provides significant advantages over standard controllers with an
integrated Ethernet interface. The FIDO chip employs PriorityChannel technology to manage real-time
data traffic and non-real-time Ethernet packages.

Unique in the market, UNIGATE products from Deutschmann use a script which implements the protocol
of the terminal device, making changes to the device firmware unnecessary. Any user can easily generate
the script with the free-of-charge Protocol Developer tool. Programming skills or special fieldbus
knowledge are not required. The script can also be used to emulate complex protocols, buffer data and
process it in any desired manner. Customer-specific commands can be integrated, operations can be
linked with time and event-based triggers, and all data and bus statuses can be displayed. Since
UNIGATE ICs feature standardized hardware interfaces, configurations and scripts, once generated, can
be used for all models of the same line without any additional programming effort.

Deutschmann Automation 
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Siemens Provides Easy Integration of Industrial Heating
Processes into Automated Systems

From Siemens, two new product lines for controlling electrical heating elements in 230 V and 400 V/480
V networks: Siplus HCS4200 and HCS4300

Industrial heating processes integrated in TIA Portal: simplified engineering, effective diagnosis and
parameterization

New heating control systems from Siemens switch and control heating panels and elements in industrial
applications: Siplus HCS4200 is suitable for 230 V networks, Siplus HCS4300 for 400 V/480 V
networks. Built to a modular, compact and space saving design, these distributed I/O systems can be
adapted to specific applications. Heating control systems from Siemens can be found in a range of sectors
and applications all over the world, drying paint and coatings, for example, in the molding of plastics and
lightweight construction materials, in plastic welding and in film extrusion. The new heating control
systems promise to help plant operators cut their energy consumption by facilitating energy-efficient
heating element actuation and avoiding current spikes in the network.

Thanks to their modular structure and integral functions, the new Siplus HCS heating control systems
require up to 80 percent less space in the cabinet than conventional heating solutions with separate
components and are considerably easier to wire up too. The Siplus HCS heating control systems integrate
components including switching elements and fuses as well as functions such as Profinet communication,
actuation mechanisms and extensive, detailed diagnostics in one compact device. The new product lines
improve the heating process and help to reduce downtime and avoid outages. The comprehensive and
detailed diagnostic functions in the heating control systems, for example, help users to detect and localize
problems in the heating process – which heat source has failed, perhaps, or which incoming or outgoing
fuse has tripped – quickly. The diagnostic data is reported to the central system controller via Profinet.

The heating control units are readily integrated into the automation system with, for example, HMI
(Human Machine Interface) devices, controllers and motion control components via the TIA (Totally
Integrated Automation) Portal engineering framework. All automation devices are processed in a single
project in the engineering process. The TIA Portal includes a thermographic library for the WinCC
advanced SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system that makes it quick and convenient
for users to visualize heating panels and connect them to the operating, machine and process workflows.
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New heating control systems from Siemens switch and control heating panels and elements in industrial
applications: Siplus HCS4200 is suitable for 230 V networks, Siplus HCS4300 for 400 V/480 V
networks.

Siemens 
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Hübner Absolute Encoder with SIL-CL3 Certificate

Specifically developed for use in heavy duty applications

Johannes Hübner Giessen presents the new series of absolute encoders with SIL CL3 certificate for
deployment in applications requiring certified compliance with functional safety requirements.
Specifically developed for heavy industry the AMP(H) 41 (PROFIsafe via PROFIBUS-DP) and
AMPN(H) 41 (PROFIsafe via PROFINET IO) are certified to DIN EN 61508 up to Safety Integrity Level
(SIL) CL3 and to EN ISO 13849 up to Performance Level (PL) e. Utilizing these functionally safe
encoders exempts the user from having to provide separate verification of the functional safety of the
position sensors.

The hollow shaft version of the absolute encoder AMP
(H) 41 with SIL CL3 certificate.

Three versions of the encoders are available: AMP 41 and AMPN 41 with solid shaft (14 mm diameter)
as a flange (B5) and flange-foot version (B35) to mount the encoder using a coupling as well as the
AMPH 41 and AMPNH 41 with a continuous hollow shaft (20 mm diameter) to mount the encoder
directly onto the drive shaft. The devices with a PROFIBUS interface and those with a PROFINET
interface use the PROFIsafe protocol for data transmissions. The total resolution is 28 bit, 13 bit
singleturn resolution (8192 steps/revolution) as well as 15 bit multiturn resolution (32,768 rotations). An
additional incremental output offers 4,096 pulses.

Featuring extensive diagnostics functions for error detection the certified functionally safe encoders are
manufactured in an audited development and manufacturing process. That guarantees maximum safety!

Robust and reliable: Ideal for heavy industry
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AMP 41 from Hübner Giessen, the SIL CL3 certified
absolute encoder for heavy industry.

"In heavy industry it is imperative that high-performance and robust construction are not mutually
exclusive,” explains Thomas Brandenburger, head of the Product Management department. The new
encoders were specifically developed for deployment in SIL 3 applications in heavy industry such as in
steel and rolling mills, in mining, in cranes and port systems as well as for general deployment in
applications in extremely harsh operating and environmental conditions. Features such as a thick-walled
aluminum casing, large ball bearings with high dynamic load rating and corrosion-resistant material with
an additional protective coating ensure the encoders are ideal measuring devices for heavy duty
applications in operating temperatures from -25 °C to +70 °C. Furthermore, all devices are equipped with
secure bolted connections to prevent them working loose under vibration loads as well as feather keys for
form-fit shaft connections. For hollow-shaft assemblies the robust, long torque bracket arm ensures a
higher signal quality. The available degree of protection up to IP66 and the quality of the materials used
mean the new absolute encoders are also suitable for deployment in salt-laden environments.

Johannes Hübner Fabrik elektrischer
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MicroControl Extends Their Protocol Stack Portfolio

Now available: stacks for PROFINET

MicroControl is well-known for its particularly reliable, fast, and economical protocol stacks.
MicroControl's presence and experience in the BUS market guarantees central availability for all standard
BUS systems, already working reliably in our successful MicroControl I/O modules.

At the embedded world 2015 in Nuremberg MicroControl has presented the new stacks for the
PROFINET protocol. This further step into the industrial Ethernet segment is the company's future-
oriented conclusion drawn from tendencies in the market of the growing importance of PROFINET.

The PROFINET device protocol stacks of MicroControl are now available. For further information please
visit our web page.

Beginning in Q3/2015, MicroControl will supplement their intensive and in-house workshop program
with PROFINET courses. Scheduled dates starting on 2nd September 2015 can be found here.

MicroControl 
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HARTING Launches Major Expansion of M8, M12, 7/8” Cable
Assemblies

HARTING has unveiled a major expansion of its M8,
M12 and 7/8” overmolded cable assembly lineup for data and signal applications, providing customers
with the convenience of one-stop shopping for reliable, robust connectivity. This largest-ever expansion
of HARTING assemblies features a number of firsts, including a complete roster of popular M8 versions
with both 3- and 4-pole configurations. Also new: a comprehensive lineup of M12 A-code assemblies
used in sensor, actuator and DeviceNet applications, available in 4-, 5- and 8-pole versions that support 2
– 12 contacts. HARTING also has introduced its first-ever M12 12-pole assemblies, in several popular
configurations.

The M8 as well as the M12 A-code assemblies are available in all common single-ended and dual-ended
units: male/male, female/female and male/female, with straight/straight, straight/angled and
angled/angled connectors. The M12 12-pole assemblies include doubleended versions of the same
connector, a male/female straight connector version as well as male and female single ended assemblies.
7/8” overmolded assemblies are available in 3-, 4- and 5-pole versions, angled or straight, single- or
double-ended. HARTING also offers popular versions of B and D code overmolded cable assemblies,
used in Profibus and Ethernet applications (to 100Mbit/s) respectively.

All HARTING M8, M12 and 7/8” cable assemblies are IP67 rated and come in standard stocked lengths
of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2, 5, 7.5 and 10 meter options; custom lengths and configurations also are available. All
overmolded assemblies are available in both PVC and PUR jackets.

HARTING 
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If the Network Is Down, the Production Is Down

PROFINET network diagnostics during commissioning and operation

With the growing use of Industrial Ethernet, in particular PROFINET, in modern production facilities,
plant operators are faced with a technology that opens up a host of new possibilities. To fully exploit
PROFINET's advantages, long-established commissioning and operation practices must be reviewed and
adapted to the new conditions. General standards and rules for acceptance testing, monitoring and
diagnostics of PROFINET networks are currently still being discussed. Softing Industrial Automation has
extensive experience in PROFINET technology and offers suitable solutions.

One thing will not change, even with PROFINET: Production facilities must run economically and cost-
effectively to ensure competitive production. However, this is only possible if the plant networks work
properly and are always available. One of PROFINET's advantages over previous PROFIBUS
installations is that much larger network architectures are possible. Where a typical PROFIBUS network
consists of up to 50 devices, PROFINET supports up to 2000 devices and more per network. PROFINET
also offers more flexibility, making installations much easier to expand or modify. The integration of
additional devices into an existing network is simpler and takes less effort than with PROFIBUS.

Predictive monitoring

The dynamic development of PROFINET is also reflected in increasing requirements for network
availability. Statements like “Once or twice a year, our network breaks down and then our production
stands still” or “We're aware that we've got network problems, but we can't find the cause”, are quite
common when talking about today's PROFIBUS installations. In PROFINET networks with up to 2000
nodes in one network, issues like these have become unacceptable. While error diagnostics in PROFIBUS
installations are often only performed sporadically or in the case of failure, it is advisable to preventively
and continuously monitor PROFINET networks. This involves keeping an eye on impending failures,
changes in network load, and potential error sources. In state-of-the-art production, the facilities must be
available 24/7 – similar to search engines such as Google that today are expected to provide access from
anywhere in the world at any time.

 Playing it safe and keeping track of all devices in the network

Users appreciate PROFINET's flexibility, but for this same reason they should always know which
devices are connected to the network and where faults may occur. It can easily happen that more devices
are added to the installation than specified in the original configuration. State-of-the-art monitoring
software like the TH SCOPE make it possible to query the current topology, the number and status of
nodes, the current network load, the firmware versions of devices and the order numbers at any time. The
software also detects standard Ethernet devices, such as servers or video cameras, that are not specified in
the network configuration, but may often affect network security and stability. This is achieved using IT
standards like SNMP, and additional protocol-specific extensions like DCP. Reliability of the
communication is another reason why maintenance engineers should always keep track of all the devices
in the network, because even regular Ethernet devices can cause a high network load and adversely affect
the real-time behavior. State-of-the-art monitoring even goes a step further: In addition to PROFINET
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and standard Ethernet, the TH SCOPE also monitors other leading Industrial Ethernet standards, such as
EtherNet/IP and Modbus TCP, and all that in a single application.

Rapid commissioning and automated acceptance testing

The topology view of the TH SCOPE provides an up-to-
date overview of the entire network structure at any time.

When using Ethernet, there are various tools that facilitate commissioning and acceptance testing, which
is quite essential in view of the large number of potential devices in the network. An important step in the
commissioning of installations is the automatic determination of the topology, which can be done
completely without engineering tools. As many different specialists, from equipment manufacturers to
service providers, often work simultaneously on the same network when a plant is being set up, the
topology is an ideal way to get an up-to-date overview of all the devices connected to the network.
Powerful systems like the TH SCOPE make it easy to automatically generate information about error
messages from individual devices, about performance, protocol distribution or inventories of complete
device sets, and to document the difference between actual and planned configuration. As a result, they
can significantly speed up commissioning and acceptance testing. In the automotive industry, automated
diagnostics today are also used to gather further information like network parameters (such as IP address,
subnet mask and default gateway) and device parameters. The acquired data can then be compared with
the planned configuration created using engineering tools. When using fiber optic cables, additional
details are also significant, such as cable lengths, transmission quality and connection quality – in other
words, the number of lost packets, deviations from the send cycle, the number of broadcast and multicast
frames, etc. All these criteria are then included in the commissioning process.

 The right tool for maintenance engineers
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The trend view of the TH SCOPE displays the history
of the device states.

Reading out network parameters with suitable tools is only one factor in keeping PROFINET networks up
and running. Diagnostics and monitoring tools also have to be easy to use and ready to run immediately
when a network problem occurs. Maintenance engineers can then quickly decide whether they can solve
the problem themselves or need the services of an IT specialist. Maintenance engineers are usually not IT
or network experts who are well-versed in frame analysis and jitter. They need simple-to-use tools that do
not require additional engineering. When using high-performance software tools like the TH SCOPE, the
network monitors itself, so to speak. If problems occur, the system automatically sends an email or
initiates malfunction messages by relay contact, if required, and provides useful troubleshooting tips. The
obtained network, line and device diagnostics are available for up to a month after running the
diagnostics. Device logs provide valuable information that helps to correct the problem. Diagnostic
information is also available centrally and web-based, allowing access from anywhere in the world.

Monitoring pays off

A survey by Softing shows that 76% of users have no experience with commissioning and monitoring
tools yet and 37% still use unmanaged devices that do not support diagnostics and topology scans. This
means: Consulting and training in diagnostics and monitoring remain on the agenda, particularly because
the principles of best practice develop slowly in the field. Softing has recognized this demand and offers
independent network services providing comprehensive support for plant operators, system integrators
and manufacturers across all industries. As part of a standardized network check, an initial assessment of
the condition of a PROFINET network can often be made within ten minutes of installing the devices.

The automotive industry plays a pioneering role in using PROFINET technology and today already
applies cutting-edge methods and tools for the commissioning and diagnostics of PROFINET networks –
for good reasons: Already today it is possible to cost-effectively monitor PROFINET networks. The
additional costs of network monitoring amount to maximum one percent of the device costs, while giving
peace of mind that the plant is running. In other words: Investing in network diagnostics has already paid
for itself when the availability of the plant through its life cycle is increased by one hour or when the
commissioning phase is reduced by one hour. 

_______________________________________________
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